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El Bereket Company Guarantees 

The first phase 

First: 

The project starts when the subscription closes within six months or when the whole shares are 

sold and booked or when there is a sufficient capital to start the business. All partners who have 

been registered and pre-booked a number of shares will be contacted and confirmed by the 

number of shares they have shared and reserved. They will be asked to complete the required 

paperwork and pay the first installment (twenty five percent) along with writing and signing the 

initial contract. 

Secondly: 

1. El Bereket Company will be contracted with Business World company or any other 

company to establish the project for all partners by establishing all factories and 

supervising their installation and equipping. Moreover, by establishing the modern 

technology in the production of water and coarse feed in large quantities with an initial 

production capacity of ten tons per day until it reaches 100 tons per day at the end of the 

project. Besides, the establishment of barns and supervision of the establishment of the 

full details in the feasibility study for twenty-five percent of the initial value of the project 

only. It also includes the establishment of maintenance workshops and a mobile plant for 

the establishment of the entire aquacultures and designing and implementing the ways 

of working. 

2. The value of the share of each partner in the company shall be registered at the Turkish 

State and a commercial register will be issued for him showing the number of shares he 

owns in the company and the number of shares of his partners in the company is 

documented by all Turkish state departments. 

3. In addition to recording the share of land on which the project will be built in the name of 

the shareholder according to his share and the number of shares he participated in the 

company and the issuance of a joint venture ownership deed in the company name. 

4. Opening an account in the bank for partnership with the names of all partners in the 

name of the company (El-Bereket Company). 

5. At this stage, the partners shall pay an amount of twenty-five percent of the value of the 

shares they subscribed and transfer them to the bank account of ((El-Bereket)) or any 

other account to be determined by the company within a period not exceeding thirty 

days. 
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6. Partners must be notified of the payment at the time of signing the initial contract of 

each partner with El Bereket, but in case of the failure of one of the partners to pay, the 

linkage with him is considered void. 

7. Business World company is committed to complete the first phase with full 

commitments, maintain the shares of the shareholders and preserve their full rights in all 

steps of the work and then moving to the second phase. 

 

 

The Second Phase 

Thirdly: 

1. El Bereket Company is committed to send all the data from photographs, official papers in 

the name of the company, the partners' shares from the commercial register, the ownership 

documents and a copy of the food security project license in the name of the company which 

is already owned by all partners. 

2. All partners shall transfer the remaining seventy-five percent of the value of the shares 

they have subscribed after approximately four to six months from the date of the first 

payment to the account of (El-Bereket Company) or any account previously determined by 

the company within a maximum period of forty-five days from receiving the correspondence 

from the company and the payment must be notified upon signing the final contract with El 

Bereket Company for purchasing the shares and taking a temporary share certificate pending 

its printing by the Ministry later. 

3. In case of failure of one of the partners to pay the remaining seventy-five percent of the 

value of his shares during the period specified by the company which is forty-five days 

starting from the date of notification, his subscription shall be considered null and void and 

he shall be considered as a waiver of his first share in which he participated for the benefit of 

all partners and his name shall be deleted from the company. 

 

4. Business World company is committed to accomplish the project according to the 

schedule set by the management according to the attached plan to work in order to 

complete the project in ascending order and each stage of the work is completed as needed 

according to the feasibility study. 
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Fourth: 

1. Each partner is a founding partner in El Bereket Food Security Company and his share will 

be in his name in the project 

2. There is a joint ownership deed with the names of the partners in El Barakat Company, 

each partner according to his share and the number of shares in which he participated 

3. The completed factories, technologies, facilities, barns, animals, machinery, and all that El 

Bereket Company possesses of movable and immovable funds, whether they are on the 

land's project or outside are the property of all partners and a real guarantee for all 

partners. 

4. There is a guarantee from the Turkish government because the papers, licenses and 

evidences are all documented by the state departments and the notary 

5. - We are the guarantor company (Business World) will participate with 25% of the capital 

in the project 

 

Fifth: Here is an example of the idea of profits for those who participate in the first stage with 

100 shares (.i.e.  100,000 $) 

- The project will return its capital within four years at the minimum according to the economic 

feasibility and thus the subscriber will regain its full capital within four years, .i.e., he will recover 

one hundred thousand dollars (100,000 $) from the profits. 

- At the beginning of the third year, the company will offer the value of the share by two 

thousand dollars (2000 $), this will mean the doubling of the value of shares and earning 

another 100,000 $. 

- At the beginning of the fourth year, the company puts up the remaining shares for sale for 

three thousand dollars (3000 $), Thus, the value of the shares is doubled a third time and the 

shares earn a third 100,000 dollars. 

- At last, a hundred shares remain for him in the company, which he participated in the 

beginning and its capital is one hundred thousand dollars (100,000 $), which is the fourth 

remaining that he already owns. 

After five years of subscription, we collect the following numbers: 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

 100,000 which is the restoration of the capital + 100,000 increase in the share price in the third 

year + 100,000 increase in the value of the shares in the fourth year + 100,000 remaining to him 
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in the company he subscribed to = $ 400,000 which is the result of the profit of subscribing to 

100 shares over five years. 

That is, each share will double its value in five years four times and the profit will be 400 percent 

Note that after the first five years, the value of the shares will be recovered once from the 

dividends every two years. 

Note: The International Federation for Food Security project is an important strategic project in 

the world, especially in the next phase, where the world food sources are decreasing in light of 

the increasing population and the urgent need in the domestic and foreign market for consumer 

food products. 

This project is not affected by the depreciation of the local currency, economic shocks, 

wars, commercial depression, earthquakes and it is not affected by the global economic 

recession. 

This project is a vital, productive, consumptive, agricultural and animal project. It is so 

important because of the need for the market for meat and its derivatives, dairy and its 

derivatives and the high prices of these materials in the domestic market in addition to 

the external export. 

For more information, please visit http://www.elbereket.com/en/  

http://www.elbereket.com/en/

